Improve
your company

This is Joel, planning supervisor at Graphicallz. Joel is having a good day. His planning system notified
about a job running behind in prepress, so he could react timely and gave the needed support to still be
able to get the job in time to the printing press.
Joel knew how the planning system was able to notify him,
because 6 months earlier Joel was part of the team that modelled
their value chain into World Intelligent Planning. He also worked
together with the system integrators that connected their
resources and long-running ERP system to the platform.
Now Joel and his team finally have a complete scheduling
solution. They use the dashboards at their startup meetings.
They use the resource view to get details for their current job.
And if a job needs to be rescheduled; Joel immediately gets
feedback with impact on other orders.

Joel is also happy because his management is happy. Happy
with the real-time insight, customers that get delivered on time
and continuously improving margins. They can take on the world
now, experience more growth and continue to be happy.
Starlogic has been developing software platforms for
15 years. On our platforms we have implemented line-ofbusiness applications, Full ERP-/MIS-systems for
production and integration services.
Our philosophy is to have strong technical
platforms to tailor to our client’s processes.
World Intelligent Planning is our next-generation
job-scheduling platform. It is connected to your resources,
shows performance real-time and uses data to guide your
organization towards an automated planning solution.
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Job scheduling to deliver
every job ahead of time
World Intelligent Planning is the job scheduling
platform on another level. Like a Manufacturing
Execution System it keeps track of all movements
and statuses in your production and uses these to
provide the most efficient scheduling of jobs on
your resources.

The system provides every stakeholder in your facility
with the necessary interfaces to work through their
jobs. And no more next day manual performance
reporting: World Intelligent planning delivers job data
to the operator and Key Performance Indicators at the
same time.

Your company results are directly linked to your production performance. Stay on top of your production
with a system that measures and tracks your total
process for each job, each shift, each week and month.
The savings generated by implementing process
automation might just eliminate your need to buy
another press…
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